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Here you can find the menu of Ali Baba And Egyptian Kebab in Eastbourne. At the moment, there are 18
dishes and drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Dale Green likes about Ali

Baba And Egyptian Kebab:
service with a smile. I'm very fussy asked if a few dinge get an answer with a smile right away. that was delicious.

Chill sauce was my type with a little kick. would not be disturbing hwg next time. for 4 nights in eastbourne. to
help here to try other things on the menu. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with

a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What Lilly Williams doesn't like about Ali Baba And Egyptian Kebab:
Two or three customers all ready in there so decide to take a chance and eat here. One of us had a chicken and
lamb kebab and one took a risk and had a chicken doner. Neither of us had had a kebab in a...wrap before but

we both really enjoyed our meal and had no ill effects the following day -bonus!! read more. At Ali Baba And
Egyptian Kebab in Eastbourne, you'll find typical, traditional Kebabs in diverse variations along with the spices
and spice mixes characteristic of the delicious Turkish cuisine - either over a Lahmacun, in a Sucuk or in one of

the delicious salads with lentils or bulgur, For you, the meals are normally prepared in a short time and fresh. The
burgers of this place are among the highlights and are usually served with side dishes such as French fries, leaf

and cabbage salads or wedges.
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Salad�
SALAD

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Chicke�
CHICKEN KEBAB

�ngerfoo�
ONION RINGS

Starter�
SHISH KEBAB

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Grill�
CHICKEN SHISH

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
HALAL

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

FRIES

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

ONION

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

LAMB

WRAP

SALAD
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